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Abstract: It has been suggested that multi-modal cues may improve task
performance in teleoperation applications. Nevertheless, the added value
of multi-modal feedback is not yet clear. The present research investigates
the value of Bayesian Sensory Integration (BSI) in predicting the effects of
multi-modal cues on localization performance. We use secondary data (n
= 48) from an experiment in which participants adjusted uni-, bi- and trimodal cue intensities and indicated the direction of the cue origin. Results
show a significantly decreased variance in localization performance for
combinations of haptic (focal) with visual and auditory (focal) with visual
cues. Overall, the data suggest that BSI can provide insight into the differential effects of multi-modal signals on localization performance in a teleoperation setting.
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1. Introduction
Task performance (TP) in teleoperated applications is frequently inferior to performance in non-mediated applications. Oftentimes, this shortcoming is addressed by
using multi-modal feedback cues. Nevertheless, the added value of multi-modal
feedback is not yet clear (Hancock et al., 2015; Vitense, Jacko, & Emery, 2003).
Currently, two underlying concepts of multi-modal feedback in teleoperation dominate: (1) redundant information representation enhances task performance
(Lewkowicz & Kraebel, 2004) (2) multi-modal feedback increases immersion which
increases task performance (Minsky, 1980; Pongrac, 2011). Both concepts fail to
explain unchanging or decreasing task performance with multi-modal feedback cues.
A critical step in the processing of multi-modal cueing may be the sensory integration.
Utilizing the well-established Bayesian Sensory Integration (BSI) model (Ernst &
Bülthoff, 2004) may help to better explain and understand the involved processes.
Specifically, BSI would explain why multi-modal cues can improve task performance
in some circumstances but not in others. Moreover, BSI can account for the effects of
other variables on task performance, such as time delay. As of yet, process models
of multi-modal cueing effects that take early cue processing into account, are
exceedingly rare.

2. Literature Review
So far, it is unclear which perception and/or cognitive mechanisms might account
for the effects of multi-modal interfaces in increasing teleoperation performance, and
under which circumstances multi-modal feedback or cueing might be helpful at all
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(Hancock et al., 2015; Vitense et al., 2003). In fact, research with both humans and
animals has identified many cases of cross-modal interaction in which the interpretation of data in one sensory modality is influenced by the data that are available in
another sensory modality (Bertelson & Gelder, 2004). Hence, the available literature
suggests that task performance is influenced by the perception and accuracy of
information from the environment (presented in different modalities), the process of
which may be described by sensory integration.
BSI is a commonly used theorem of multi-sensory perception that assumes integration occurs on the basis of reliability (= inverse variance) estimates (Ernst, Rohde,
& van Dam, 2016). According to this model, multi-sensory perception does not
necessarily benefit from increased information density of added modalities or a
winner-takes-all rule (i.e. the “best” sensory input is perceived, others neglected).
Several sources in the literature describe the merging of senses in a statistically
optimum fashion according to Bayes' Rule, with the goal to increase the reliability of
estimates (Ernst et al., 2016; Pouget, Beck, Ma, & Latham, 2013). The Bayes' Rules
state the probability of an estimated position S given the input of the modalities is the
product of the modalities’ likelihood to occur for that position multiplied by the prior
probability that these modalities occur in that combination for this position. If the
sensory integration is described in a bottom-up process the BSI Model reduces to the
Maximum Likelihood Estimate (MLE) but also assumes a complete fusion (Ernst
& Bülthoff, 2004). Eqn. 1 shows the MLE and that the integrated estimate is the
weighted sum of the individual estimates. These weights (w) are proportional to their
inverse variance (= reliability) (Eqn. 2) (Ernst & Bülthoff, 2004) and sum up to 1 for
complete fusion (Bresciani, Dammeier, & Ernst, 2006). The index refers to each
sensory signal.
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Equation 2

The described combining of redundant sensory information in a statistically optimum way leads to a minimization of the estimated noise with an optimum bi-modal
variance (Ernst et al., 2016). Combining e.g. haptic and auditory cues would result in
a statistically optimum estimate of the position, when taking the respective uni-modal
variance and estimates into account. By reducing variance, this would lead to more
reliable information source for the teleoperation. Even though the variance is
minimized through integration, the estimation error may be increased if the more
reliable (i.e. higher weighted) cue is error prone and is combined with a less reliable
(i.e. lower weighted) accurate estimate. As Eqn. 2 indicates, combining sensory
information with a high ratio of variance does not improve perception of the more
precise sensory cue to a greater extent. This might explain, why we often find a
visual dominance compared to haptic or auditory cues in teleoperation. It follows that
the added value of multi-modal feedback is highly dependent on the uni-modal
sensory variance and therefore signal reliability, which in turn strongly depends on
the transmitted information. This is supported by results found in (Ernst, Banks, &
Bulthoff, 2000), which indicate that if the variance / noise of a visual estimate is
increased, the weight of the haptic estimate increases accordingly. Overall, BSI
seems to offer a plausible model of human sensory perception and may help to
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understand and predict performance differences with different multi-modal feedback
cues. It can be used in different scenarios to understand the impact of time delay
(Rohde & Ernst, 2016) the use of natural and non-natural cue combinations (Ernst,
2007) and even the weighting of modalities according to attentional mechanisms or
task demands (Quak, London, & Talsma, 2015; Roach, Heron, & McGraw, 2006).
As of yet, research on the influence of multi-sensory cue processing on task
performance in teleoperation is virtually non-existent., Hence, data from a teleoperation experiment, which investigated the effects of multi-modal cues on direction
localization, were examined for evidence of BSI. Specifically, it was investigated
whether bi-modal representations would effect a variance reduction in performance
compared to uni-modal representations, as that would be a strong indicator, of
sensory integration according to BSI (Ernst et al., 2016).

3. Method
The analyzed data were acquired originally for the analysis of localization accuracy and intensity adjustments of uni- as well as multi-modal cues. For a detailed
description of the data collection and results see (Benz & Nitsch, 2017).
An opportunity sample of 48 participants took part in the experiment (n = 11 female). The mean age is 28.4 yrs. (SD = 9.56 yrs.). All participants had normal or
corrected-to-normal vision and no hearing impairment.
Three different directional cues that are supposed to inform the operator of a
target location, are presented in the visual, auditory and haptic modalities. A visual
directional cue is presented in form of an arrow in the middle of screen that is
pointing towards the target. The auditory cue is a beep tone emitted from the target
presented to five loudspeakers (Edifier C6XD). The haptic cue is provided with a
Microsoft Sidewinder Force Feedback 2 fixed on the table and portrays an attraction
force into a given direction. The overall teleoperation setup is simulated using V-Rep.
The target is located outside of vision and the robot rotates with a constant speed of
4 RPM.
All participants received standardized instructions for the experiment, in which they
were asked to adjust the intensities of the respective uni-modal stimuli until they
perceived it to be most informative with respect to target location. After the uni-modal
stimulus presentations, the other two stimuli would be added, first on their own (bimodal presentation) or combined (tri-modal presentation). This results in a 2
(adjustment direction) x 12 (modalities) within-subject design. In the multi-modal
conditions, the intensities of the respective stimuli were to be adjusted, until they
matched in intensity to the reference stimulus, that had been presented uni-modally.
The cue that is adjusted is henceforth referred to as focal cue.
When participants were satisfied with each adjustment, the respective trial would
end and participants were to indicate via a point-and-click interface the direction of
the target. Each adjustment and localization was made twice with a different start
intensity (0 % vs. 100 %). The start intensity was randomized; the order of stimuli
was semi-randomized with the uni-modal presentation of the reference stimulus
always starting first. The reference modality is varied systematically, so that each
combination is presented to participants. After finishing all trials, participants were
compensated with 10 EUR for their effort. The experiment took each participant app.
1 hour to complete.
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4. Results
Only uni- and bi-modal conditions are analyzed as in tri-modal conditions, the
focused modality is not entirely clear. Previous research shows that integrated cues
result in a smaller variability than their uni-modal / non-integrated counterparts
(Bresciani & Ernst, 2007; Drewing & Ernst, 2006). Additionally, the more reliable cue
is less susceptible to bias if it is presented as focal cue and has a stronger influence
if presented as background cue (Bresciani & Ernst, 2007). Consequently, according
to the BSI concept, a reduction in variability and the influence of the focal stimulus
should also be observable in the obtained data.
To test this, mean values and standard deviations of the angle error of each
condition were calculated for the repeated measures of the same cue. The variance
of these within-subject repetitions does not vary significantly (t(551) = -0.04, p =
0.97), thus indicating that both trials were not influenced by external noise. First, the
variability of estimates for uni-modal cues was compared. Figure 1 (left) presents the
frequencies of the angle error for uni-modal cues. The more spread out the values
are, the higher is the variability. The distributions of the responses show a large
difference, with the lowest variability for visual cues and the highest variability for
auditory cues. We modelled the angle error with mixed-effect models including
random intercepts only. The model including uni-modal cues confirms that subjects
were significantly more variable in estimating the location based on auditory (t(90)
=4.17, p < .001) compared to visual direction cues. However, variability did not differ
between position estimates in the haptic and visual conditions (t(90) = 1.86, p = 0.7).
Additionally, post-hoc tests using Games-Howell correction did not show a difference
between auditory and haptic localization variability (t(83.81) = -8.79, p = 0.15). The
visual-haptic variance ratio (1.42), the haptic-auditory variance ratio (1.32), and the
visual-auditory ratio (1.88) are within the expected and ideal range of [0.5, 2] (Ernst et
al., 2016).
Provided that the variance ratio of all cue combinations is within the predicted
range, integration should take place in all conditions leading to a decreased variance.
To test this, the standard deviation of each multi-modal condition is compared to the
individual standard deviations of uni-modal cues. Figure 1 (right) shows the expected
pattern of a reduced variability in combined conditions. The only exception is the
combination of auditory and haptic cues. The differences of adding a visual to the
focal haptic cue (t(90) =-2.72, p <.01) and the auditory cue (t(90) =-3.58, p <.000) are
significant using mixed-effect models. Furthermore, the reduction depends on the

Figure 1. (left) frequencies of the angle error showing the different variabilities for uni-modal cues;
(right) average variability of the individual estimates for all cues; capital letters indicate the focal
cue.
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variability of the focal stimulus as, for example, adding visual to the focal auditory cue
(vA) shows a smaller decrease than adding auditory to the focal visual cue (aV). The
increasing variability of a focal haptic cue with an auditory (aH) cue seems to be
surprising. Overall, however, the reduction of variability decreases if the more
variable cue is used as focal cue, which is in line with previous research (Bresciani et
al., 2006).

5. Discussion and Conclusion
Employing secondary data in which three modalities were used to convey direction, it was found that: (1) BSI is applicable in the context of teleoperation which could
be used to explain behavior that cannot be explained by sheer redundancy or
immersion, (2) variability is significantly lower when the cues are presented in two
modalities, (3) the reduction varies depending on which cue – focal or background –
is less variable.
The results suggest that BSI rather than a winner-take-all mechanism takes place
in teleoperated scenarios, as the latter approach would predict that the more
appropriate cue is used and therefore the variability would not change. In contrast,
the BSI model predicts a mutual influence of both integrated cues, with the less
variable (= more reliable) cue having a stronger effect. This effect is diminished
depending on the focal cue, with the effect being largest if the focal cue is also the
less variable / more reliable. The data confirm this pattern as the difference in
variability is significantly lower when adding visual to focal auditory and focal haptic
cues compared to the uni-modal cue. In the analyzed data, the least variable cue is
the visual cue and the reduction is smallest in combination with the auditory cue,
which is the most variable. Furthermore, the influence on the focal visual cue is
smaller compared to the other focal cues.
Overall, visual cues seem to be integrated quite well. Inversely, variability of haptic
and auditory cue combinations did not change or even increase compared to unimodal haptic cues. An explanation can be the lack of a prior that relates auditory and
haptic cues for direction estimates and, therefore, no integration would take place.
Consequently, a winner-take-all mechanism in favor of auditory cues, that are
typically used for direction estimates in real life, took place. However, this would also
apply for haptic-visual combinations. To provide further explanations, it should be
investigated whether participants tend to switch their attentional focus between the
focal cue and background cue. In this case, a participant would randomly (unconsciously) select from one of the two distributions, which would result in a higher
variability than the single cues (Bresciani et al., 2006; Bresciani & Ernst, 2007). The
reason for this switching behavior could be the high variability within both cues, thus
resulting in higher uncertainty of the estimate.
Overall, BSI seems to be applicable and helps to understand different performance levels with multi-modal feedback in teleoperation. Hence, BSI has the
potential to inform the evaluation of HMI with multi-modal feedback according to the
added value of modalities. Future studies are planned which include more repetitions
for each modality and a manipulation of integration quality to evaluate the applicability of BSI in predicting task performance and situation awareness measures in
teleoperation applications.
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